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Benz Patent Motorwagen no. 3

1888 - From Mannheim to Pforzheim and back
It’s a self-moving carriage, an automobile
Move over, don’t ask questions
We are out to conquer a world 



# 3 Pasadena Interchange, L.A.

2014 - Here we are, 126 years later
Yes, a world was conquered
Was it a good idea? Well, that was never asked
It was a commodity to sell
That makes money & creates its own momentum
And we needed oil to burn in the motors
More money to make



# 4 Water is a resource
But for profit
Or for people
Everything can change
But we will always need water

Nestle’s headquarter in Vervey on the shores of  Lake Geneva
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Riot police tries to quell unrest in Cochabamba

Cochabamba
The fight was for water 
The people against the profit
Water is the ultimate hedge for speculators
Even better than gold
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Lula, Brazilian ex-president, plays his assigned role in the corporate pretence of selling the good life.

It is always good to be counted in
When seats on corporate boards 
Are doled out
When I step down 
And the journalists’ blitzes die down
Who cares then if I pocket a little cash



# 7 RBC greenwashing sign on Wellesley St. ,Toronto

A young girls smile
Makes everybody smile
Oh yes, and we care about YOU
The message is simple
But we also smile 
When we carry our profits to the bank
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Google’s self-driving car: is that what we need? Or will it just perpetuate the automobiles’ conquest of the commons? 

Supply creates its own demand
If demand is slow the economy suffer
Why do I demand what I demand
Keynes talked about quantities
Now we need to talk about qualities
Of social spaces and lifestyles  
But beware of the choices
That corporate marketing makes for you
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The next menace to the commons: Amazon drones

What is invented becomes a product 
It can attract demand and be sold
Why do we think the fashion of yesterday
Is out fashion
Being on top of the latest fad 
The corporate way is to sell it to the world
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Presented with the Amazon drone, 
CBS’ Charlie Rose idiotically wows, 
and raises no critical questions.

The 4th Estate is a proud call
But we are just humans like you rest
And some of us become celebrities
So we play along 
We also have jobs to keep
In a world taken over
By magnified corporate tales
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!
GPS controlled Dual-mode electrical vehicles offer highly flexible public urban transit (ruf.dk)

There are many new ideas
Science and technology 
Hold the key to the future
But will it be harnessed to society’s benefit?
Those who have made fortunes 
In the corporate commodity game
Money infested politics have handed them  
The right to design the future
They fit it to profit making empires
If we don’t take back the power
The world of tomorrow
Will arise from their whims
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"You built a factory out there? Good for you. But I want to be 
clear: You moved your goods to market on the roads the rest 
of us paid for; you hired workers the rest of us paid to 
educate; you were safe in your factory because of police 
forces and fire forces that the rest of us paid for. You didn't 
have to worry that marauding bands would come and seize 
everything at your factory, and hire someone to protect 
against this, because of the work the rest of us did."
Elizabeth Warren, US senator for Massachusetts
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Prices are marked up to the limit
The monster of urban wasteland is on the lose
Excess profits create wast fortunes for the few
Feeding lifestyles of opulent meaningless
The waste is a sign of the megalomaniac
Who gave them the right 
To let their greed rob us of a meaningful future

From illustration to Herman Hesse’s “Steppenwolf”
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Google solves the problem of inadequate public transit the capitalist way: by running shuttle busses for its workers. 
Zürich combines high per capita incomes with very high public transit ridership 

Public transit in Silicon Valley 
Buses are far and few between
The fellowship is minorities 
And a lone business manager
Who could’n keep the wisky bottle at bay
It is declassé, a social stigma on your back
But the Gnomes of Zürich
With bankers gold in their pockets 
Riding streetcars they jodle happily along



# 15Children are the joy of the beach
As long it is not sullied by thick oil slicks
They understand the value of nature
Until parents and educators 
Convince them of the inevitability of the carbon culture
And turn them into model corporate workers
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Run, Lola, run
For a better tomorrow 
First-past-the-post democracy 
Pushes the dumbest to the front
Erect thick walls protecting the power
Of corruption and politics for the few
But we are also in the race
We can tear down the walls


